A Zen Buddhist Bibliography

General Buddhist Introduction


Contemporary Transpersonal Buddhist Philosophy


Buddhism and Psychology


Non-Zen Contemporary Buddhist Commentaries


Death and Dying from a Buddhist Perspective


Judaism and Buddhism


Christianity with a Zen flavor

Zen Overview

Besserman, P (2011) *Zen Radical, Rebels, and Reformers*  Wisdom

Zen and the Arts


Approachable Zen

Thomas, C. Anshin (2004) *At Hell’s Gate: A Soldier’s Journey from War to Peace*  Shambhala

Contemporary Zen Commentaries

Zen Classics

Dogen (2018)  *Shobogenzo Uji: Being-Time*  Shinshu Roberts
Hakuin (2010)  *Hakuin's Precious Mirror Cave: A Zen Miscellany*  Couterpoint
Hakuin (2002)  *The Zen Maser Hakuin: Selected Writings*  Columbia
Hakuin (2010)  *The Essential Teachings of Zen Master Hakuin*  Shambhala